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Nonmagneti spheres on�ned in a ferro�uid layer (magneti holes) present dipolar interations

when an external magneti �eld is exerted. The interation potential of a mirosphere pair is

derived analytially, with a preise are for the boundary onditions along the glass plates on�ning

the system. Considering external �elds onsisting of a onstant normal omponent and a high

frequeny rotating in-plane omponent, this interation potential is averaged over time to exhibit the

average interpartiular fores ating when the imposed frequeny exeeds the inverse of the visous

relaxation time of the system. The existene of an equilibrium on�guration without ontat between

the partiles is demonstrated for a whole range of exiting �elds, and the equilibrium separation

distane depending on the struture of the external �eld is established. The stability of the system

under out-of-plane bukling is also studied. The dynamis of suh a partile pair is simulated and

validated by experiments.

PACS numbers: 75.50.Mm, 82.70.Dd, 75.10.-b, 83.10.Pp

I. INTRODUCTION

The dynami properties of so-alled magneti holes in

ferro�uid layers has been the objet of inreasing interest

over the past twenty years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23℄. These

systems onsist of spherial non-magneti partiles in a

arrier ferro�uid, whose size is order of magnitudes (1-100

�m ) above the one of the magneti partiles (0.01�m ) in

suspension. The ferro�uid appears then as homogeneous

at the sale of the large partiles � holes �, and their

e�et on the magneti �eld an be modelled as a dipo-

lar perturbation, where the magneti moment is oppo-

site to the one of the displaed ferro�uid [1℄. The system

is generally on�ned between glass plates in quasi-two-

dimensional layers, whose thikness slightly exeeds the

diameter of the holes. The indued dipolar interations

give rise to a rih zoology of physial phenomena, suh as

rystallization of magneti holes in onstant or osillating

magneti �elds [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄, order-disorder transitions in

those rystals [6, 7, 8, 9℄, or non-linear phenomena in the

dynamis of those systems in low frequeny osillating

�elds [10, 11, 12, 13℄, ommonly desribed using braid

theory [14, 15, 16, 17, 18℄.

The understanding of these systems is important in re-

lation to industrial ferro�uid appliations [24, 25℄, or for

their potential use in biomediine [26, 27, 28℄. The dy-

namis of these phenomena an also be used indiretly

to haraterize the ferro�uid's transport properties [29℄,

�
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as its visosity. Eventually, the ability to shape the ef-

fetive pair interation potentials through the imposed

external magneti �eld, makes these system good andi-

dates as large analog models to study phase transitions

[30℄, aggregation phenomena [19℄ or frature phenomena

in oupled granular/�uid systems.

Nonetheless, despite the theoretial studies on similar

dual systems as ferromagneti partiles in a visous �uid

[31, 32℄, and the extensive experimental observations of

these magneti holes, there is a lak of theory desrib-

ing this detailed e�etive pair interation potentials. No-

tably, there has been no satisfying explanation so far for

the existene of stable on�gurations of partiles popu-

lations with �nite separation distanes in external �elds

onsisting of a irular rotating inplane omponent and a

onstant normal one (reported in [2℄), or for the existene

of out-of-plane bukled strutures [8℄, and no theoretial

framework for the in�uene of the ferro�uid layer thik-

ness (separation of the embedding plates).

We will show here how the magneti boundary ondi-

tions along the on�ning plates lead to rih e�etive in-

teration potentials rendering for those strutures, rather

than the qualitative magneto-hydrodynami e�ets pro-

posed in [2℄. In partiular, we give an explanation for the

existene of a �nite equilibrium separation between par-

tiles. Theoretial work has already been done along this

line [20℄, but in a redued ase of onstant normal �eld.

The present study inludes a irular high frequeny os-

illating �eld in addition. The potential derived should

be an essential brik in all the appliations mentioned

above of the magneti holes, and in general this type of

ontribution of the on�ning struture should be relevant

to any quasi-2D olloidal system with a signi�ant diele-

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0304683v3
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Figure 1: Pair of non magneti partiles in a ferro�uid layer

and related e�etive dipolar moments due to the external

magneti �eld.

tri or magneti permeability ontrast between the �uid

medium and the on�ning struture, as in [33℄.

In this paper, we �rst desribe the system under study

and review brie�y the basi modelling asumptions and

standard theory. We next derive the instantaneous pair

interation potential with a preise are for the magneti

permeability ontrast of the boundaries, and average it

over the short osillation periods to get the e�etive in-

terations. We turn then to the properties of the equi-

librium on�gurations, sketh a simple dynamial theory

and ompare the theoretial and experimental results for

the dynamis of a partile pair. Eventually, the three di-

mensional aspet of the ferro�uid layers is taken into a-

ount, to evaluate both gravity-indued orretions, and

the stability of the system under out-of-plane bukling.

II. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY AND BASIC

ASSUMPTIONS

The system onsidered onsists of two non-magneti

spheres inside a ferro�uid whih is homogeneous at their

sale, whose suseptibility and magneti permeability are

denoted respetively �f and �f = �0(1 + �f), where

�0 = 4� � 10�7 H :m �1
. This ferrofuid is itself embed-

ded between two glass plates onsidered as perfetly

plane, parallel and nonmagneti. The magneti �eld

anywhere between the glass plates is then deomposed

between a uniform order zero omponent resulting from

the outer imposed �eld, plus a perturbation due to the

spheres. This perturbation is essentially dipolar: an iso-

lated sphere in a �eld with a given uniform (onstant)

boundary value H at in�nity provokes a purely dipolar

perturbation outside it, generated by an e�etive dipole

as shown in Figure 1:

� = � V ��H (1)

�� =
�f

1+ 2�f=3
(2)

where �� is an e�etive suseptibility inluding a demag-

netization fator, i.e. whose preise form results when the

boundary onditions for the magneti �eld on the sur-

fae of the sphere are properly taken into aount (see

for example [20, 34℄) � SI magneti units are adopted

throughout this whole paper, V = �a3=6 and a refer re-

spetively to the volume and diameter of a sphere. This

result justifys the name of magneti holes used for those

nonmagneti spheres, and stays valid to leading order

when a system more ompliated than an isolated sphere

is onsidered: it holds as soon as the external magneti

�eld H an be onsidered as uniform at the sale of a

sphere, whih will be assumed and ommented further in

setion VIB.

The averagemagneti �eld inside the ferro�uid H itself

is simply related to the external uniform magneti �eld

imposed outside the glass plates H
e
through

H = H
e
k +

1

1+ �f
H

e
? (3)

to ful�ll the Boundary Conditions along the glass-

ferro�uid planar interfaes � namely, H
e
k
= H k and

B
e
? = B ? [34, 35℄ � where the parallel and normal om-

ponents are oriented relative to the glass plates.

The simplest model for a partile pair an be obtained

�rst by negleting the e�et of the nonmagneti bound-

aries: onsidering a ouple of two suh spheres of idential

moments � with a separation vetor from enter to en-

ter r, the total interation energy of the system is, after

Bleaney and Bleaney [34℄,

U =
�f

4�
�
2

�
1� 3cos2 �

r3

�

(4)

where r = krk and � = (dr;�) is the angle between the

�eld and the separation vetor.

We onsider now external �elds omposed of a irular

in-plane omponent osillating at frequeny � , superim-

posed to a onstant normal one. At high enough fre-

queny, the relative displaement of the partiles during

an osillation period is negligible ompared to its aver-

age value, and the time dependene of the separation

vetor an be deoupled in a slow and a fast varying

mode, r(t) = �r(t)+ �r(�r;t), with �r = 0 and �r � �r

. Throughout the remainder of this paper , bold sym-

bols refer to vetors, normal ones to their norm, and

the upper bar refers to averaged quantities over osillat-

ing time. Moreover, we will now use the additional on-

straint on r that it should be in-plane, under the e�et of

the glass plates over the mirospheres whih enter them

at positions equally separated from the top and bottom

boundaries. The presene of the boundaries an indeed

be represented by equivalent image dipoles outside the

on�ning plates, as established in setion III, whih re-

pel the dipole from the boundaries. This onstraint will

be adressed spei�ally in setion VII, to show that this

entering magneti e�et is valid in most work ases when

no lateral on�nement is exerted in the system � setion

VIIB . The possible sink aused by gravity under the

density ontrast between the mirospheres and the �uid

is generally negligible � setion VIIA. Thus, in the refer-

ene frame (̂�r;n̂
 �̂r;̂n)� where hats refer to unit vetors,

instantaneous �elds read

H = H (cos� sin�;sin� sin�;cos�)
T

(5)

with by de�nition

otan� = � = H ? =H k = H
e
? =(1+ �f)H

e
k; (6)
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and � = 2��t. Thus, de�ning  = (d�r;r), omes cos2 � =

cos2(� � )sin
2
� = cos2(� � )=(1+ �2);and

U (r;�) = A
a3

r3

�
2�

2
� 1� 3cos(2� � 2)

�
(7)

with A =
�f�

2

8�a3(1+ �2)
=
�f�a

3�2H 2

k

288
: (8)

Consider distant enough partiles to prevent ontat and

signi�ant hydrodynami interations during an osilla-

tion period of the external �eld: the neglet of inertial

terms allows to balane magneti interation fores and

Stokes drag for both partiles, whih gives to leading or-

der in �r=�r,

3��a� (_�r+ �_r)= � r U (r)

=
3Aa3

�r4
[(2�

2
� 1)̂�r+ 3cos(2�)̂�r+ 2sin(2�)̂n 
 �̂r](9)

Negleting inertial terms is easily justi�ed sine a large

upper bound of Reynold's number an be evaluated as

being Re= �xa2�=� � 10�4 where x = �r=a is the rela-

tive amplitude of the osillations whih will be shown

straightforwardly to be typially below 10�2 , for typ-

ial diameters a = 50�m , ferro�uid's visosity � =

9 � 10�3 P a:s and density � = 1000kg:m �3
, and �eld

osillation frequeny � = 100H z. Random thermal mo-

tion in the ferro�uid is essentially irrelevant at these size

sales, as will be shown in setion VIB, justifying the

use of deterministi dynamis instead of a Brownian one.

The above Eqs. (7;9) establish that the slow motion
�r is

driven by an e�etive potential obtained through time-

averaging over the osillations of the �eld, i.e. simply

using cos2 � = 1=2 at �xed r= �r,

3��a_�r = � r U (�r) (10)

with U (�r) = A
a3

�r3
(2�

2
� 1) (11)

while small and quik ellipti osillations are performed,

�r = �
�c

�

a5

�r5
[3sin(4��t)�r+ 2cos(4��t)̂n 
 �r]

with �c =
A

4�2�a3
=
�0(1+ �f)��

2H 2

k

1152��

The relative magnitude of the fast osillations �r=�r =

�ca
5=��r5 are indeed negligible as soon � � �c ’ 0:1H z

for typial ferro�uids, �f = 1:9, � = 0:84, � = 9 �

10�3 P a:s and �elds H k = 14O e. �c , inverse of the

visous relaxation time of the system, is the ritial fre-

queny introdued in [11℄, above whih a partile pair

annot anymore follow the diretion of an external rotat-

ing �eld due to the �uid drag. In this paper, we study

regimes where � � 10H z, for whih the relative varia-

tions of the separation vetor are below 1%, and fous on

the slow motion of the partiles
�r(t)driven by U (�r).

In this simple piture however, this average potential

is a simple entral one whose inverse ubi range re-

�ets the dipole-dipole nature of the interations, and

in the absene of any harateristi length sale, this ba-

si model predits a very simple behavior for the parti-

le pair: depending on the ratio � of the normal over

the in-plane �eld, either the two partiles will repel eah

other without end if � > �c = 1=
p
2, or they will attrat

eah other when � < �c, until the magneti fores are

balaned by ontat fores or very short-range hydrody-

nami fores sensitive when partiles almost touh � when

(r� a)=a gets insigni�ant: this theory is obviously in-

su�ient to render for the �nite equilibrium separation

distane, sometimes at a few diameters, whih is exper-

imentally observed for a whole range of imposed �elds

[2℄. A proper treatment of the boundary onditions of

the system along the glass plates, introduing the plate

separation as an extra length sale to the problem, will

in the next setion be shown to remedy this problem.

III. EFFECT OF THE BOUNDARIES ON THE

INSTANTANEOUS INTERACTIONS

The boundaries between the ferro�uid and the em-

bedding glass plates are supposed to be perfetly plane.

The two mirospheres are supposed perfetly entered

between the glass plates, and the perturbation of the

magneti �eld due to the presene of those spheres is

modeled as a perturbation due to two idential point-like

dipoles � = � �V H loated at the enter of the spheres.

To ful�ll the magneti boundary onditions � i.e. the

ontinuity of H k and B ? � along the plates, a diret use

of the image method (e.g. Weber [36℄) shows that this

magneti perturbation between the plates is equal to the

�eld emitted, in an unbounded uniform medium of sus-

eptibility �f , by an in�nite series of dipoles: the two

original ones, at loations de�ned as 0 and x, plus an

in�nite set of images for eah of them orresponding to

the mirror symmetry aross the plane boundaries of the

soures and all of the suessive images. A magni�ation

fator

� =
�f � �0

�f + �0
=

�f

�f + 2
(12)

multiplies the amplitude of the dipolar moments at eah

symmetry operation, i.e. expliitly de�ned by the follow-

ing onditions:

For any dipole soure � at position r0, with h the

normal separation vetor between the plates, an in�nite

set of dipolar images indexed by l2 Z is de�ned by their

loations and moments � see �gure 2:

rl� r0 = lh (13)

�lk = �
jlj
�k (14)

�l? = �
jlj
(� 1)

jlj
�? (15)

The total interation energy of suh a system � where

all dipoles do not have anymore the same moment � is
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Figure 2: Image dipoles representing the Boundary Condi-

tions.

(Bleaney and Bleaney [34℄)

U =
�f

8�

X

b6= c

1

r3
bc

�

�b� �c �
3(�b� rbc)(�c� rbc)

r
2

bc

�

(16)

where the sum on the b index runs over the two soure

dipoles, and the one over the c index runs over the whole

set of soures and image dipoles � as seen in the preeding

setion, separation vetors an be onsidered as onstant

over the quik variations of � , and the upper bars over r

are impliit for the remainder.

We will then use the following straightforward geomet-

rial equalities resulting from Eqs. (1,6,13-15) : if the c

index represents the l-th image of the soure b, then

�b� �c

�jlj�2
=

1+ (� 1)l�2

1+ �2
(17)

(�b� rbc)(�c� rbc)

�jlj�2r2
bc

=
�2(� 1)l

1+ �2
(18)

rbc = jljh: (19)

If on ontrary c represents the l-th image of one soure �

as indexed in Figure 2 � , and b the other soure, then

�b� �c

�jlj�2
=
1+ (� 1)l�2

1+ �2
(20)

(�b� rbc)(�c� rbc)

�jlj�2r2
bc

=

�
ycos�+�(� 1)ll

�
(ycos�+�l)

(1+ �2)(y2 + l2)
(21)

rbc=
p
x2 + l2h2 (22)

where

y =
x

h
(23)

is the ratio of the partile in-plane separation distane to

the plate separation. Introduing those equalities in Eq.

(16) we get:

U

2Aa3
=

Iso
0

x3
+
X

l2Z�

�
jlj

�
Issl

jlj3h3
+

Isol

(x2 + l2h2)3=2

�

(24)

I
ss
l = 1� 2(� 1)

jlj
�
2

(25)

I
so
l =

h

1+ (� 1)
jlj
�
2

� 3

�
ycos�+�(� 1)jljl

�
(ycos�+�l)

(y2 + l2)

#

(26)

where A is the onstant de�ned in Eq. (8). The �rst

term, denoted by Iss
0
, is the diret interation between

the two soures, the next one Iss
l

orresponds to the in-

terations between the soures and their own images, and

�nally the term Iso
l

orresponds to the ross-interations

between a soure and the images of the other one.

IV. TIME-AVERAGED EFFECTIVE

INTERACTIONS

A. Derivation of the potential

The H -�elds onsist of a perfetly irular in-plane

omponent H k = H k(cos�r̂ + sin�n̂ ^ r̂), and a normal

omponent H ? whih is maintained onstant. During

an osillation of the in-plane �eld, the only signi�antly

varying quantity in Eq. (16) is the angle �, with one

again cos2 � = 1=2.

The term Iss
l
, e.g. the interations between a soure

and its own images, naturally does not depend on the

in-plane separation vetor x, and produes no net in-

plane fore. It is worthwhile to note that this would

however not be the ase for any non-plane interfaes, giv-

ing the possibility to quenh any geometrial property of

the roughness of the interfaes in this potential. In the

urrent hypothesis of purely planar plates, this intera-

tion term is only responsible for a normal entering fore,

as will be established in setion VIIB. For the present

purpose where the mirospheres are onstrained on the

half-plane between the plates, the in-plane fores are the

only relevant ones, and this term is simply disarded in

the following.

The remaining terms produe through time-average

the interation energy

U (x)= A
d3

h3
u

�
x

h

�

(27)

with A the onstant de�ned in Eq. (8), and a dimension-

less term

u(y)=(2�
2
� 1)y

�3
(28)

+ 4

+ 1X

l= 1

�
l

�
1+ (� 1)l�2

(y2 + l2)3=2
�
3

2

y2 + 2(� 1)ll2�2

(y2 + l2)5=2

�
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The �rst term redues to the expression of the �rst-order

theory of Eq. (11), whih is a test of self-onsisteny,

sine an in�nite medium would be equivalent to the ab-

sene of permeability ontrast along the plates, � = 0.

The following ones render for the interations between a

soure and the images of the other one. Due to the ylin-

drial symmetry of the problem with a purely irular

in-plane �eld, this interation is isotropi: the depen-

dene on the separation vetor x enters only through its

norm x = hy.

B. Properties of the isotropi interations

The introdution of those images is responsible for pos-

sible �nite separation equilibrium distanes for a whole

range of � haraterizing the imposed magneti �eld, as

is illustrated in Figure 3: In this example, a typial sus-

eptibility �f = 1:9was onsidered for the ferro�uid, i.e.

� = 0:49. The four potentials u(y) represented orre-

spond respetively to � = 0:4;0:58;0:8;2:1. They were

obtained by trunating the sums in Eq. (28) to order

l= 10, whih orresponds to a relative error lower than

10�3 in u for any y.

The general typology of those potentials an be las-

si�ed in four ases as will be demonstrated in the next

setion, separated by three partiular values of �, re-

ferred to as �m , �c and �u � whih depend only on the

suseptibility �f :

� (a) For � < �m , u is a monotonially inreasing

funtion, and the magneti fores are purely attra-

tive, thus leading any pair of spheres to ontat.

� (b) For �m < � < �c, u presents a short-range

attrative ore, and presents both a maximum �

an instable equilibrium point � at some distane

yi, typially slightly below 1, and a minimum � a

stable equibrium point � at a greater distane ys,

usually above 1.

Two loally stable equilibrium on�gurations are

possible in priniple, depending on the ratio ya =

a=h of the partile diameter to the plate separa-

tion, and of the initial partile separation y
init

: if

y
init

> yi, the partiles should end up at the equi-

librium separation ys, whih sine ys > 1 > ya
orresponds to an equilibrium on�guration with-

out ontat between the partiles. If on ontrary

y
init

< yi, the partiles should attrat eah other

and end up in ontat at ya. Sine any separation

y < ya is forbidden due to ontat fores, this se-

ond ase is only possible when ya < yi, i.e. when

the ratio of plate separation over partile diame-

ter is su�iently big. In that ase, if the thermal

�utuations are large enough to let the partiles go

over the energy maximum at yi with a signi�ant

probability over the observation time, only one of

the two possible equilibrium on�gurations will be

thermodynamially stable, and the other one will

1 2 3 4 5 6

-0.15

-0.1

-0.05

0
y

u

−0.2
0

(a) Purely attrative, � < �m

1 2 3 4 5 6

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1
y

u
y
s

y
i

y
a

0
−0.1

(b) Metastable, �m < � < �c

1 2 3 4 5 6

-0.05

0

0.05

0.1
y

u
y
s

0
−0.1

() Stable, �c < � < �u

1 2 3 4 5 6

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2
y

u

0
0

(d) Purely repulsive, �u < �

Figure 3: Possible types of the interations depending on �.
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be only metastable. The seletion of stability /

metastability between the two is determinated by

the omparison of u(ya)and u(ys).

� () For �c < � < �u , u presents only a global

minimum, whih thus orresponds to a stable equi-

librium separation distane ys. Sine generally

ys > 1 > ya, this equilibrium on�guration orre-

sponds to a �nite separation distane hys � a > 0.

� (d) For �u < �, u is monotonially dereasing, and

the time averaged magneti fores are purely repul-

sive at any separation.

V. EQUILIBRIUM SEPARATION DISTANCE

AS FUNCTION OF THE APPLIED FIELD

The separation equilibrium distane yeq � whih is sta-

ble or not � orrespond to the extrema of the potential,

and an be obtained in priniple by solving

du

dy
(yeq)= 0: (29)

yeq orresponds to ys or yi de�ned in setion IVB, a-

ording to the sign of d2u=dy2. Derivating Eq. (28) with

respet to the saled separation y, leads straightforwardly

to

y4

3

du

dy
= (1� 2�

2
)� 2

+ 1X

l= 1

�
l
�l(y)(� 1+ 2(� 1)

l
�
2
)(30)

�l(y)=
(y2 � 4l2)y5

(y2 + l2)7=2
(31)

The Eq. (30) above is the sum of a term independent of �,

plus another proportional to �2. The onstant term an

be shown to be positive, and the prefator of �2 stritly

negative, for any possible (y;�)� i.e. any y > 0;0� � <

1. Thus, du=dy(y;�) is a monotoni dereasing funtion

of �2, equal to zero when

�0(y)=

s

1+ 2
P

+ 1

l= 1
�l�l(y)

2+ 4
P

+ 1

l= 1
(� 1)l�l�l(y)

(32)

Thus, for a given �eld on�guration �, and separation

y, pair interations are attrative, i.e. du=dy > 0, if

� < �0(y), and onversely if � > �0(y). A numerial

study of the above funtion, for any �, shows that �0(y)

is monotonially dereasing from �c = 1=
p
2 to a �nite

positive minimum �m (�), between y = 0 to ym (�), and

next monotonially inreasing up to a �nite limit �u(�)>

�c between ym (�)and y ! + 1 .

These onsiderations allow to obtain by a diret graph-

ial inversion of �0(y), the possible roots ys(�)and yi(�)

for whih the interation fores are zero at a given �eld

geometry �, as shown in Figure 4 whih is obtained for

the partiular ase �f = 1:9;i.e. � = 0:49. This nonlin-
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Figure 4: Equilibrium separation of a pair as funtion of the

applied �eld

ear dependene of the equilibrium separation ys(�)seems

more omplex than observed in earlier experiments by

Helgesen and Skjeltorp [2℄. This apparent disrepany

will be resolved in the next setion, whih is entered on

�nite time results.

Identifying the three parameters �m ;�c;�u identi�ed

above as

�c = �0(y = 0) (33)

�m = m in
y

�0(y)= �0(ym ) (34)

�u = lim
y! + 1

�0(y); (35)

these arguments prove that the pair e�etive potentials

belong to one of the four types desribed in the previous

setion:

(a) If � < �m , the potential is purely attrative at any

separation.

(b) If �m < � < �c, there are two roots to Eq. (29),

denoted yi(�)and ys(�): the potential is attrative below

yi or above ys, and repulsive between both.

() If �c < � < �u , the potential presents a single

minimum at ys(�).

(d) If � > �u . the potential is purely repulsive and

there is no equilibrium separation.

The de�nition of �u above � Eq. (35) � shows also

learly that lim
�! �

�

u

(ys)= + 1 : in priniple, it should

be possible to drive a pair of mirospheres in an equi-

librium on�guration with any desirable separation dis-

tane. Naturally, sine the magneti interations deay

rapidly with distane, thermal proesses or any kind of

external perturbation in the �uid �ow, or default in the

planarity of the plates, will be predominent at large sep-

arations, where this theory will beome inappliable.

The dependene of �c;�u;�m on the suseptibility of

the ferro�uid (through the parameter �) is as follows:
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Figure 5: Equilibrium separation distanes as funtion of the

applied �eld, for various ferro�uids.

Replaing �l(0)= 0 in Eq. (32) shows that

�c = 1=
p
2 (36)

independently of �. Similarly, sine lim y! + 1 �l(y)= 1,

�u is easily summed as

�u =
1
p
2

s

1+ 2
P

+ 1

l= 1
�l

1+ 2
P

+ 1

l= 1
(� �)l

=
1
p
2

1+ �

1� �
(37)

A numerial study of �m shows that it dereases mono-

tonially with �, down to zero when � ! 1.

This shows that the range of � over whih stable equi-

librium distanes exist is larger when the suseptibility

of the ferro�uid is important (� inreases with �f , �m
and �u are respetively dereasing and inreasing with

�), up to the limiting ase of an in�nitly suseptible fer-

ro�uid � ! 1 (�f � 1), for whih �m ! 0;�u ! + 1 ,

and there is a �nite stable equilibrium separation for any

ratio �.

The other limiting ase � ! 0 is obtained diretly by

disarding the sums in Eq. (32) - their onvergene to 0

in that limit for any y is straightforward -. This shows

that lim �! 0 �m = lim �! 0 �u = �c = 1=
p
2: without any

permeability ontrast along the glass plates, no images

are felt and the �rst-order theory is reovered - the in-

terations are simply purely attrative when � < �c, and

purely repulsive when � > �c, with the stable regimes

� 2 [�m ;�u]disappearing.

An overall piture of yeq(�) for di�erent values of �

distributed regularly between 0 and 0:9 is given in �gure

(5). The sums in Eq. (32) have been trunated to or-

der 10, whih results in an auray better than 1% for

the displayed funtion �0(y)� funtions �l(y)de�ned in

Eq. (31) an be bounded by j�l(y)j< 1=(y2 + l2)3=2, so

that

�
�
�
P

+ 1

l= N
�l�l(y)

�
�
�<

P
+ 1

l= N
�lj�l(y)j< �N =(1� �)N3,

and similarly for

�
�
�
P

+ 1

l= N
(� �)l�l(y)

�
�
�. Thus, negleting

terms from order N = 11 in the sums, for any � <

0:9, results in a relative error on �0(y), smaller than

0:911=(1� 0:9)113 ’ 0:0023.

VI. FINITE-TIME THEORY AND

EXPERIMENTS

A. Simple time-dependent theory

The preeding setion was entered on equilibrium

properties of this system, but the relaxation time to reah

equilibrium amounts to hours or days in ertain on�gu-

rations, as will be shown here. In order to ompare e�-

iently theoretial and experimental data, we have there-

fore onentrated on the slow dynamis of this system,

starting from hole pairs in ontat under the e�et of a

purely in-plane �eld � = 0, through the following sheme:

negleting one again the inertial terms, Stokes drag and

magneti interations are balaned to obtain

3��a
dx

dt
= �

d

dx
U (x) (38)

where the e�etive potential inludes the images due to

the boundaries, Eq. (27). The visosity � above is renor-

malized to take into aount hydrodynami interations

with the on�ning plates, as will be detailed further.

In dimensionless units, this equation leads to

T
dy

dt0
= �

d

dy
u(y) (39)

with T =
864�

�0(1+ �f)��
2H 2

k

h5

d5
(40)

and y(t0)= x=h;t0= t=T , and u(y)the potential de�ned

in Eq. (28). The harateristi time above lies typially

around 30sto 5m in at usual working parameters, as will

be shown in the next setion, and moreover the potential

wells an be pretty �at, thus produing often metastable

situations that last from minutes to hours (the driving

fore lose to equilibrium position is proportional to the

distane to it, times the seond derivative of the potential

in the well, and u00(ys)! 0 when � ! ��u ).

Starting from a pair on�guration in ontat, and set-

ting at time 0 the �eld parameters (� ratio and mag-

nitude H k) to a onstant value, the time t0(y) to reah

a given separation will be diretly obtained through nu-

merial integration of the di�erential Eq. (39):

t
0
(y)= � T

Z y

z= a=h

dz=u
0
(z): (41)

An inverse representation of the above is plotted for a

ferro�uid of suseptibility �f = 1:9. In Figure 6, the solid

thin line represents y(t0)at �xed � = 0:8, and in Figure

7, the dashed lines represent y(�) for four harateristi
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times t0= :25;1;4;16, slowly onverging to equilibrium

separation ys(�), plotted as a solid line.

To ompare this with experiments, the �ne tuning of

the time dependene requires a re�ned analysis of the hy-

drodynami interations in the above: sine experiments

are arried out in ells of width h omparable with the

diameter a of the embedded holes � typially h=a lies

between 1.1 and 2 �, a strong hydrodynami oupling

with the on�ning plates is present. Considering that

both partiles sit at a �xed fration z of the plate sep-

aration relative to the entral position (nonzero z an

be obtained in priniple between horizontal plates due to

the density ontrast between the partiles and ferro�uid),

these interations are represented aording to [37℄, by a

normalization of the Stokes drag as

�=�0 = f[a=(h + 2zh)]+ f[a=(h � 2zh)]� 1 (42)

with �0 the naked visosity of the arrier ferro�uid, and

f(x)=

�

1�
9x

16
+
x3

8
�
45x4

256
�
x5

16

� �1

+ O (x
6
): (43)

Two experimental ases will be onsidered here, where

h=a = 1:4;z ’ 0 and h=a = 2;z ’ 0:14, orresponding

respetively to �=�0 ’ 2:6 and 2:4. This is onsistent

with Fauheux and Libhaber's measures for a on�ned

brownian motion [37℄ , and with an experimental value

�=�0 ’ 2:4, that we measured in the h=a = 1:4 ase by

plaing 50�m diameter partiles between 70�m distant

plates set up in vertial position, without any magneti

�eld, and by reording the motion of a single partile

under the e�et of buoyany fores. The density of the

ferro�uid was �f = 1:24, the one of the polystyrene par-

tiles �p ’ 1. This value is slightly below the theoret-

ial �=�0 ’ 2:6, whih is onsistent with the e�et of

the brownian motion of the partile along the normal

diretion, as analyzed in [37℄. We have hosen to use

�=�0 = 2:5 in the following.

Hydrodynami interations between both partiles

were negleted, whih should be a relatively poor ap-

proximation for partiles lose to ontat, but beome

reasonable at separations x=h > 2 where most of the

time is spent to ahieve equilibrium at relatively large

separations, and is therefore the most important one in

the present ontext. The typial magnitude of this error

an be roughly estimated through the analyzes performed

by Dufresne et al. or Grier and Behrens [21, 38℄ for a

lose ontext: they derived for two partiles of diameter

a, separated by x and at a distane h=2 from a single

plate, the hydrodynami orretions to the mobility to

�rst order in x=a and x=h. Considering for simpliity a

double ontribution for two plates relatively to Eq. (13)

in [21℄, ontributions due to the partile-partile intera-

tions, beome for h=a = 1:4;x=h > 2, less than 30% of

the one due to the plates � term 9x=16 in Eq. (43).

We neglet also the rotational degrees of freedom of

the ferro�uid itself, whih an lead to the rotation of the

nonmagneti spheres, and indue another type hydrody-

nami interations between pairs of spheres: in ferro�u-

ids submitted to irular magneti �elds, the rotation of

the magnetite partiles indues asymmetri stresses in

the �uid, whih leads to a ounter-rotation of the mag-

neti holes [2, 23℄. The mismath between this rotational

motion of the magneti holes and the one of the mag-

netites ould in priniple indue a vortex in the �uid

�ow around eah of the holes, whih would lead to a net

hydrodynami torque over lose pairs of holes. Nonethe-

less, with the ferro�uid and �eld frequeny regime used

here (<100 Hz), this rotational motion of the holes is

so slow that it is hardly detetable with the �eld fre-

queny used (�f < 100H z). Experimentally, with a sim-

ilar ferro�uid (kerosene-based, � = 0:8), the hole's fre-

queny was bounded by �s < 0:01H z. This rotational

motion was desribed theoretially in detail by Miguel

and Rubi [23℄. Through this theory, for the ferro�uid

and �eld frequenies used here, the frequeny of the mag-

neti holes will straightforwardly be shown to be lower

than �s < 0:05H z. This justi�es for the present study

the neglet of these rotation-indued hydrodynami in-

terations. These interations would in any ase lead

to a purely rotational motion of the hole pair, deoupled

from the purely entral fores indued by the magneti in-

terations studied here. Experimentally, some very slow

rotational motion of the hole pairs was indeed oasion-

ally observed when the partiles were lose (non periodi,

angular veloity always lower than 0.001 Hz), but no sys-

temati trend for its diretion or veloity was noted, i.e.

this e�et was beyond the experimental error.

To obtain the theoretial estimate of the hole's fre-

queny above, the Langevin parameter of the ferro�uid,

de�ned [23℄ as � = m 0H =kB T where m 0 is the magneti

moment of the magnetites, is derived from the satura-

tion magnetization of the ferro�uid and its suseptibility

[39℄ as � = 3H =�M
sat

:For the ferro�uid used, � = 1:9,

M
sat

= 200G , H = 14Oe, and � = 0:26. This enables to

express the ratio of the hole's frequeny over the �eld's

one, as [23℄

�s=�f = � �(� � tanh�)=(� + tanh�)= � 0:00041 (44)

where � = � 0:036 is the magnetite volume fration of

the ferro�uid. For the regime �f < 100H z where the

experiments are arried, the spheres frequeny is thus

below �s = 0:041H z.

B. Experimental results and saling

We used pairs of a = 50�m diameter neutral

polystyrene spheres of density �p = 1, designed aord-

ing to Ugelstad's tehnique [40℄, and ferro�uids of sus-

eptibility �f = 1:9, density �f = 1:24 and visos-

ity �0 = 0:009P a:s [41℄, on�ned in horizontal ells of

thikness 70�m or 100�m and width of order entime-

ters. The thikness of the ell was obtained by on�n-

ing plates by quenhing a few 70 �m diameter spheres
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between the two plates lamped together (these spa-

ers where typially half a entimeter distant from eah

other). The osillating inplane and onstant normal �eld

were generated by external oils, with a typial magni-

tude H k = H 0 = 14:2O e, with frequenies from 10 to

100 Hz. Magnitudes and phase of the �eld are aurate

up to 1%, whih also orresponds to the degree of ho-

mogeneity of the in and out-of-plane �elds throughout

the entire ell. The diretion of the onstant �eld varies

slightly along the ell, with a maximum 3� misalignment

from the diretion normal to the on�ning planes (these

auraies for the homogeneity and misalignment of the

�eld were obtained diretly by onsidering the geometry

of the Helmholtz oils generating the �eld, whose hara-

teristi extent is 10 m, together with a .5 mm auray

for the position of the ell inside them). The in-plane

motion of the partiles was reorded using a mirosope,

and a amera linked to a numerial data analysis setup.

The entire experimental setup is desribed, for example,

in Ref. [12℄. The samples were prepared with a pure

inplane �eld to bring the partiles in ontat, after that

the inplane �eld was maintained onstant and the nor-

mal �eld was set to a onstant H e
?
= (1+ �f)�H k. The

normal �eld required typially a few seonds to stabilize.

Separation between the partiles were then reorded ev-

ery 10s, for 30m in. The onentration of the spheres

in the entire sample was suh as the nearest sphere or

spaer would sit at least 20 diameters apart from the ob-

served pair, whih was su�iently dilute not to in�une

the motion of the observed pair.

1. Time-dependent result at �xed �eld geometry and

disussion.

The saled separation as funtion of time is shown in

Figure 6, for �ve experiments arried out at � = 0:8,

i.e. for the potential represented in Figure 3 (), whih

presents a single minimum at ys(0:8) = 2:35. Four ex-

periments were arried out in a h = 70�m thik ell, two

of them at idential �eld amplitudes H k = H 0 = 14:2O e,

and two other at H k = 0:7H 0;0:5H 0. The last experi-

ment was arried out in a h = 100�m thik ell, with an

inplane �eld H 0. These parameters orresponded respe-

tively to harateristi times evaluated using Eq. (40) as

T = 32s;63s;129s;192s.

a. Comparison with the theory. The large part of

the �gure represents the short time evolution t< T (typ-

ially the �rst minutes), the enapsulated part shows

longer time (typially 30 min). Every data point (sep-

arated by 10 s) was used for the early regime, one point

out of 2 to 12 depending on the experiment for the later

one. At shorter times, the saled data ollapse reason-

ably well on the theoretial urve obtained from the the-

ory skethed so far � solid line. The only two main out-

liers (�rst �lled irle and triangle, t= 10s) presumably

orresponded to a weaker normal �eld in the �rst few se-

onds, until it stabilized. For illustration, the �rst-order
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Figure 6: Saled separation as funtion of time for various

�eld magnitudes and plate separations, for � = H ? =H k = 0:8.

The inset represents the same data for longer times.

theory negleting the magneti on�nement leads to the

dot-dashed urve, obtained using Eq. (41) with a bare

potential retaining only the soure-soure term. This too

simple theory learly di�ers from data both at short and

large times.

b. Corretions due to buoyany. A third dashed the-

oretial urve was plotted, orresponding to a slightly

re�ned alulation of the interation potential, where

buoyany fores due to the density ontrast between

ferro�uid and partiles led to a shift z of the partile

pairs from the entral mid-plane of the ell. The rela-

tive displaement z=h due to this gravitational orre-

tion is evaluated in setion VIIA as 15% in the weakest

�elds 0:5H 0;h=a = 1:4 ase, and in the thiker layer

H 0;h=a = 2 ase, whereas it should remain around 6%

for the thiner ells, higher �eld H 0 ase. The extended

potential to take this lateral shift into aount is also de-

rived in setion VIIA, and the dashed urve orresponds

to this potential at a �xed shift z=h = 14% , whih is

the maximum possible in the thin ells, sine it would

orrespond to ontat of the partiles with one of the

plates, oiniding with z=h = (1� a=h)=2 at h=a = 1:4.

Considering this orretion, one would expet the dia-

mond and squares to follow the dashed line, the irles

to be lose to the solid line, and the triangle to sit in be-

tween. This is indeed approximately the ase at shorter

times for the diamonds and retangles, and the �lled ir-

les �t well with the entered theory, both at short and

long times. Nonetheless, it is worth notiing that the

open irles, ollapse rather with the lower �eld exper-

iments than with the �lled irles, another experiment

arried with idential parameters. This gives an estimate
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of the reproduibility of these experiments, orrespond-

ing roughly to a relative experimental error bar of 10%

for the separation at a given time, estimated between

open and �lled irle ases. The gravity-indued orre-

tion disussed above is of order 5% for the separation as

funtion of the dimensionless time, and the e�et of this

shift on the magneti interations an therefore hardly

be distinghished from experimental dispersion in terms

of separation. Still, the renormalization of the time due

to hydrodynami interations with the plates would lead

in the thik ell ase h=a = 2, to �=�0 ’ 1:2 if the parti-

les were onsidered as entered z=h = 0, instead of the

value �=�0 = 2:5 that we used and orresponded to the

predited shift in that ase, h=a = 2;z=h = 0:15. This

gravity-indued orretion is then learly sensible for the

hydrodynami orretions, if not so muh on the mag-

neti interations, sine the above inorret visosity �

would orrespond to dividing T by 2, whih would dou-

ble the absissas of the square data points and drive them

way out of the theory and rest of the data. This shows

qualitatively that this shift was indeed present in ases

h=a = 2;H 0, and h=a = 1:4;0:5H 0, and that partiles

sat lose to or in ontat with a plate in this last ase.

. Corretions due to experimental error on the �eld

diretions. The fourth dotted urve represents the theo-

retial e�et of a misalignment of angle � = 2:5� between

the onstant �eld and the normal diretion. A diret gen-

eralization of setions II to IV to suh on�gurations with

a slightly tilted onstant �eld, shows that the time aver-

aged potential is still of the form in Eqs. (25,26), with a

modi�ed parameter

�
0
=

H
e
?

(1+ �f)(H k +
p
2sin(�)cos(�)H e

?
)

’ � �
p
2(1+ �f)�

2
sin(�)cos(�); (45)

where � is the angle between the projetion of the on-

stant �eld over the plane and the separation vetor. This

modi�ed interation potential leads to a torque tending

to align the partile pair with the diretion � = 0, and a

radial interation fore orresponding to a modi�ed �0 in

[� �
p
2(1+ �f)�

2 sin(�);�], �0 dereasing with time to-

wards the lower limit as the pair aligns with the inplane

onstant omponent of the �eld. The dotted urve or-

responds to this lower limit for a possible misalignment

� = 2:5�, whih is evaluated from the above as �0= 0:68.

For the longer time period shown in the enapsulated

part of �gure 6, an apparent equilibrium position was

reahed in eah experiment after typially 6T � no more

than a 1% relative motion was notied later when the

experiments were several hours. This equilibrium sepa-

ration orresponds theoretially to the equilibrium one

studied in the previous setion, ys(0:8) = 2:35. The

high �eld and thin ell experiment (�lled irles) agree

well (within 2%) with the theory with a purely normal

�eld (solid line), but disrepanies between solid line and

experiments are notieable at longer times for the four

other experiments. A omparison of the data with the

dotted line shows that a misalignment of order 2:5� be-

tween onstant �eld and normal diretion is su�ient to

explain these disrepanies: in these experiments, the

partile pairs started at a relatively large angle � from

the inplane omponent of the onstant �eld, whih is

why the unmodi�ed theory and experimental data are

lose for short times. At longer times, the partile pairs

aligned with the diretion � = 0, and the modi�ed theory

�0 = 0:68 agrees well with the data. An initial rotation

of the partile pair and subsequent loking of this di-

retion in a partiular one was indeed observed in these

experiments.

Brownian motion in the ferro�uid an be proved to

be entirely negligible for the relatively large partiles

and �eld we worked with, its relative magnitude om-

pared to magneti interation energy being kT=m inU �

kT=[A(d3=h3)m inu]’ 10�4 =m inu � 5 � 10�3 for the

�elds, partiles and plate separations onsidered here.

2. Saled time-dependent results at various �eld geometries

Experiments were arried out with inplane �eld magni-

tudes H 0, and normal �elds jumping at initial time from

0 to �(1+ �f)H 0 with various � from 0 to 3.5. This was

done for a = 50�m diameter partiles, and plates sepa-

ration h = 70�m and 100�m . The results, saled sepa-

ration as funtion of �, at four values of the saled time,

are shown in Figure 7(a) for the thinner ell. The error

bars orrespond to a possible misalignment � = 2:5� be-

tween the onstant �eld and the normal diretion: they

represent the limits [��
p
2(1+ �f)�

2 sin(�);�]for the ef-

fetive �0parameter as explained in the previous setion.

For the ��-regime � > �c = 1=
p
2 � 0:7, theory and ex-

periment agree well for any of the tested �eld parameters

and times.

The solid line represents the theoretial equilibrium

value, studied in setion V. This is reahed within typi-

ally 16T (8 min for h=a = 1:4, H k = H 0) for � � 1, or

longer time at higher �. This is the main reason why the

upwards urvature of the theoretial solid urve at larger

values of � is not observed in experimental data, whih

orrespond to �nite times, and for whih other types of

perturbations always enter the piture at very large times

and distanes.

In Figure 7(b), we present the results of experiments

arried out at two di�erent plate separations, as fun-

tion of time and value of �. The error bars have been

omitted for readability, and the experimental points rep-

resented orrespond to a onstant �eld supposed purely

normal (i.e. the abissas are the upper limit of the er-

ror bars in Figure 7(a)). The experiments arried out

in thiker ells, orresponding to weaker magneti inter-

ation fores, are more sensitive any perturbations. The

relative data ollapse for both plate separations at 0:25T

and T when � > �c nonetheless show that the separations

in this regime sale with plate separation, and not with

partile diameter. Apart from the misalignment of the
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Figure 7: Separation as funtion of time and � for various

�eld on�gurations, times and ell sizes: merged data and

theory.

onstant �eld with the normal diretion, a possible soure

for these perturbations is as follows: when the partiles

ome lose to equilibrium, inplane magneti fores tend

to zero, and the partile motion beomes more sensitive

to any interations with the loal environment (on�n-

ing plates) � this being of ourse even more the ase for

weaker �elds or larger h=a: there seems to be a pinning

(frition) of the partiles to an absolute plate position at

large times. The physial origin of this pinning is possibly

due to roughness of the plates (espeially when partiles

are almost in ontat), whih an quenh the partiles

through the magneti perturbation due to this rough-

ness (the repulsion e�et of a dipole by its images would

make a partile sit preferably in positions of larger plate

separation), or alternatively when partiles are almost

in ontat with the plates an result in an inplane om-

ponent of the hydrodynami oupling or ontat fores

responding to buoyany fores. Instead of plate rough-

ness, the same type of qualitative e�ets ould be due

to small impurities in the ferro�uids, starting to stik to

the plates or partiles at large times, when the hemi-

al surfatant layers around large partiles and possible

impurities, break apart in some points.

For the regime � < �c, the simple theory presented

here would predit that partiles stay always in ontat

at y = a=d = 0:5 or 0:71 for � < �m � 0:55, and for

�m < � < �c would either stay in ontat if a=h < yi(�)

or go to the seondary minimum ys(�) if yi(�) < a=h

(the separation between �rst and seond ase happening

at � = 0:61 for a=h = 1=1:4;and � = 0:67 for a=h = 1=2).

Partiles seem indeed to be in ontat for � � 0:2, but

start to separate signi�antly well before �m . We note

also that this separation seems grossly to be proportional

to the partile diameter when � � 0:3, where some �nite

separation an already be observed � ordinates of opened

and �lled symbols are multiple of eah other through a

fator 100=70 � and proportional to plate separation in

the regime �m < � < �c. This shows that an extra

physial e�et that was not taken into aount here, gen-

erated repulsive fores, whose range is �nite but sales

with the partile diameter. This e�et suppresses then

the short range attration in the regime �m < � < �c,

so that the partile jump diretly to ys(�), whih is al-

ways a stable minimum and not a metastable one. For

� < �m , this extra e�et starts to separate the partiles

in proportion to partile diameter. The physial origin

of this short range repulsion should not be the partile-

partile hydrodynami interations, whih should slow

down the relative motion rather than result in a net re-

pulsion � see [38, 42℄ �. A probable andidate for this

repulsion is rather the magneti e�et of the �nite size of

the spheres, partiularly sensible when partiles are lose

to ontat: even if an isolated nonmagneti sphere gen-

erates a purely dipolar perturbation when it is isolated

in a homogeneous suseptible medium, this dipolar per-

turbation does not ful�ll the boundary onditions along

the surfae of another magneti sphere, su�iently lose

of the �rst one to feel the heterogeneity of the perturba-

tion at the sale of its diameter, whih is naturally the

ase at a �nite separation/diameter ratio. To model this

short range repulsion requires aounting for the mag-

neti perturbation generated by this non pointlike har-

ater of lose enough spherial partiles. Though this an

be performed by a simple image method for pairs of diss

in 2D, one an show that this does not extend to pairs of

spheres in 3D, and the proper mathematial desription

of this perturbation requires the use of a series of spher-
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ial harmonis, whih was not performed in the present

study. To onlude this disussion, we note that this or-

retion seems to be negligible at separations exeeding

the sphere diameter x=a > 2, as shows the agreement

between experimental data and the present theory when

� > �m .

Finally, we note that the present results are not ontra-

ditory with similar experiments arried out in [2℄ with a

slightly di�erent ferro�uid, plate separation and partile

size, where it was reported that the equilibrium parti-

le separation is approximately linear in � one partiles

have started to separate: for example, this is also the

ase with the present ferro�uid, in the partiular ase

h=a = 1:4 in the regime 0:3 < � < 1 � see the �lled

triangles or theoretial urve in Figure 7(a). This linear

property is however shown here to be a mere oinidene,

for this does not hold in the same � regime for h=a = 2,

or for any h=a when � > 1, where ys(�) is urved up-

wards, and any result y(�;t) observed at a given �nite

time t is urved downwards.

VII. GENERALIZATION TO QUASI2D

SYSTEMS

A. Gravity indued orretions

Although the e�et of the dipolar images in the on-

�ning plates tends to enter partiles at a mid-plane po-

sition, the density ontrast between the ferro�uid and

partiles tends to drive the partile out of it for large

enough partiles. An estimation of this e�et an be ob-

tained by onsidering for eah partile, the sole e�et of

its own images, plus buoyany fores � for the simple es-

timation we look at here, we will neglet the oupling

between one soure and the images of the other. Extend-

ing the analysis performed in setions III and IVA to a

single dipole lying at a vertial distane z from the enter

between two horizontal plates, omes diretly

U
shifted

(z) = A
a3

h3
u
shifted

(
z

h
) (46)

u
shifted

(s) =
X

l2Z�

�
jlj 1� 2(� 1)l�2

jl� (1+ (� 1)l+ 1)sj
3

(47)

This potential an be shown to be always entering for

any value of �, i.e. to have a single minimum in s = 0,

and to diverge to in�nity at s= � 0:5 � plate ontat for

very small partiles. Equilibrium between gravity fores

and magneti interations between the dipole and its im-

ages leads to

dU
shifted

dz
= V (�g � �f) (48)

i.e.

du

ds
=

48(�g � �f)gh

�f ��
2H 2

k

h3

d3
(49)

h/2

h/2
σ

xz z
σ

Figure 8: Shifted hole pairs onsidered.

For small separations (i.e, small partiles or strong

enough �elds), a Taylor expansion to �rst order around

the plates' enter gives

du

ds
= 96� C (�)� (1+ 2�

2
)� jsj (50)

C (�) =
X

n2N

�
2n+ 1

=(2n + 1)
5

(51)

whih is valid up to 25% for s< 0:1. Thus, the displae-

ment looked for an be evaluated as

s= z=a =
(�g � �f)gh

2C (�)(1+ 2�2)�f ��
2H 2

k

h3

a3
(52)

when this quantity does not exeed 0:1, or diretly using

Eqs. (49,50) otherwise. For the ferro�uid and parti-

les we used, this led respetively for h = 70�m ;H k =

H 0;0:7H 0 or 0:5H 0, and h = 100�m ;H k = H 0, to

s= 0:06;0:10;0:15 and 0:15 .

The magneti interation potentials were una�eted up

to 1% in the s= 0:06 vertial shift ase, and the dashed

urve in Figure 6 was obtained by onsidering partiles at

a �xed s= 0:14out-of-midplane shift, using a generalized

potential obtained for a on�guration skethed in Figure

8 through an extension of the method used in setions

III and IVA, as

u
pair

s (y)= (2�
2
� 1)y

�3
(53)

+ 4

+ 1X

l= 1

�
l

�
1+ (� 1)l�2

(y2 + m s(l)
2)3=2

�
3

2

y2 + 2(� 1)lm s(l)
2�2

(y2 + m s(l)
2)5=2

�

m s(l)= l+ s�
�
1+ (� 1)

l
�

(54)

This s= 0:14 value was piked to represent the magneti

e�et of a shift su�ient to bring partiles in ontat with

the plates in the h=a = 1:4;0:5H 0 ase. To an auray

of 1%, the results for s = 0:15 were very lose to this

ase, the ones for s = 0:06 very lose to pure inplane

situations, and the situation s= 0:10 fell roughly halfway

between both, and were therefore omitted from Figure 6

for readability.

B. Stability of the plane solutions and bukled

on�gurations

When partiles are su�iently small or �elds su�-

iently high, the preeding setion establishes that the

on�ning plates have an e�etive repulsive e�et on an

isolated partile, whih is therefore entered on midplane.
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Figure 9: Tilted hole pairs onsidered.

In the ase of a pair of partiles, the interations be-

tween one soure and the images of the other one might

nonetheless modify that piture, and make the plane so-

lutions desribed in this paper unstable as have been

observed in some experiments. Negleting gravity, we

will here generalize the interation potential, to on�gu-

rations where partile pairs are allowed to tilt on both

sides of the midplane, i.e. where both are displaed

by the same distane z on both sides of it � f Figure

9. We onsider only symmetri situations, due to the

symmetry of the problem under parity in the absene

of gravitational fores. The e�etive interation poten-

tial is obtained similarly to the plane one, and omes as

U (x;z)= A(a3=h3)� u(x=h;z=h)where

u(y;s)= 2

+ 1X

l= �1

�
jlj

�
1+ (� 1)l�2

(y2 + (l+ pls))
2)3=2

� (55)

3

2

y2 + 2(� 1)l(l+ pls)
2�2

(y2 + (l+ pls)
2)5=2

�

+ 2
X

l2Z�

�
jlj
(1� 2(� 1)

l
�
2
)

�
1

jl+ (2� pl)sj
3
�

1

jlj3

�

pl = 1+ (� 1)
l

(56)

whih redues to the previous in-plane solution, Eq. (28),

when s= 0. Contour plots of this pair potential are dis-

played in Figure 10, for the ferro�uid used here, �f = 1:9,

and the four types of potentials � � values are idential

to the ones adopted in setion IVB. Blak and white

represent respetively u = � 0:2 and 0:5 in sub�gures (a)

and (b), u = � 0:2 and 1 in () and (d), and the grey level

linear in u in between. Out-of-plane values represented

over the whole possible range 0 � s � 0:5 in () and

(d), and are restrited to 10% from the midplane in (a)

and (b). The inplane on�gurations orrespond to the

bottom axis of those graphs.

Inplane solutions are in priniple loally stable if

@2u=@s2(y;0) > 0, otherwise partile pairs will tend

to tilt. For both �rst ases, � < �c, we note that

@2u=@s2 > 0 for any possible (y;s), and any tilt is re-

stored by the magneti image e�et: the plane on�gu-

rations are indeed stable. As soon as � > �c, besides the

minima (y;s)= (ys;0)or (+ 1 ;0)in  or d ase, another

loal minimum appears at a ertain (0;se(�)): partiles

an be stable at a �nite distane on top of eah other �

the pair tends to align with the large normal �eld �, or

if they are lose enough to be attrated by this potential

minimum but too large (a > se(�) and a > h=2), on-

tat fores between them and with the on�ning plates

will attrat them to a �bukled� on�guration where both
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Figure 10: Contour plots of the interation potential as fun-

tion of inplane separation y and tilt oordinate s.
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Figure 11: Stability limits of the in-plane on�gurations.

partiles are in ontat with eah other, and with one dif-

ferent plate eah. Note that 0 < se(�) < 0:5, i.e. very

small partiles a � h at this seond minimum would sit

on top of eah other, neither in ontat between them nor

with the plates. The riterion to determine whether par-

tiles are attrated by the inplane solution, or the buk-

led on�gurations, is to determine whether the present

(y;s) lie in the basin of attration of one minimum or

the other. Both basins of attration are separated by

a ridge of the potential, on whih u dereases under the

e�et of any perturbation of (y;s)apart from the ones di-

reted exatly along its gradient. This boundary between

both basins of attration, noted yl(s;�)was determined

numerially and plotted as the grey solid line in Figure

10 () and (d). We note that the whole axis (y;0) lies

in the basin of attration of the plane minimum, so any

partile pair starting with no tilt should end up so. How-

ever, at short enough distanes y in a -�eld, or at any

inplane distane in a d-�eld, ertain on�gurations with

a �nite tilt are attrated by the normal-aligned pair min-

imum, and will end up in a bukled ontat on�guration

or normal-aligned pair. We have determined for every �,

the maximum ym (�)= m axs yl(s;�): for a given �, when

y > ym (�) any tilted on�guration will be attrated by

the inplane solution, whereas for ertain �nite tilts at

lose enough y < ym (�);the pairs will be attrated to-

wards bukled in-ontat on�gurations. The funtion

ym (�) is displayed as the dashed urve in Figure 11 �

the solid urve in a reminder of the equilibrium inplane

distanes ys(�);yi(�)determined in setion V. The fun-

tion ym (�) diverges when � ! ��u , illustrating the fat

that in any d-type �eld, on�gurations with out-of-plane

tilts s lose to 0:5, i.e. both partile enters almost along

the plates (for small enough partiles) will be attrated

by the normal-aligned pair mode.

This e�et is believed to be responsible for the latties

of bukled hains of partiles in ontat observed in [8℄.

These were observed in pure normal �elds (� = + 1 ),

and the non-trivial harater of the latties, being hexag-

onal or square instead of triangular latties harateristi

of attrative interations at any range, an be qualita-

tively explained by frustration e�ets: neighboring par-

tiles tend to sit in top-down ontat on�gurations, but

top-top or down-down on�gurations are repulsive � f

shifted potential developed in the previous setion � and

therefore latties with noneven number of partiles along

the loops, as the triangular one, are disfavored in om-

parison with those involving even numbers in loops, as

the square or hexagonal ones.

Eventually, the loal stability of a plane on�guration

was investigated in �elds of - or d-type: the seond

derivative @2u=@s2 is positive at s = 0 for large enough

distanes, and small out-of-plane tilts will be restored by

magneti interations, but below a ertain y < yp(�),

@2u=@s2(y;s = 0)< 0, and the inplane solution will be

loally instable. However, the preeding established that

this out-of-plane harater will be transient, sine this

ase will still be attrated at long times by the inplane

solution. This upper limit yp(�) below whih inplane

on�gurations will go to a transient out-of-plane regime,

was determined numerially for any � and plotted as the

dash-dot urve in Figure 11.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

For pairs of magneti holes in ferro�uid layers of �-

nite thikness, exposed to fast osillating oni magneti

�elds, we have established the e�etive interation po-

tential driving their slow motion. The importane of the

magneti permeability ontrast between ferro�uid and

on�ning plates on these interation was demonstrated,

and the resulting pair potential analytially derived. This

allowed the lassi�ation of those interation potentials

into four types, two of whih present a seondary min-

imum at a �nite distane. A simple �nite time theory

for these non-Brownian mirospheres, inluding the hy-

drodynami interations of the holes with the on�ning

plates, was diretly ompared and on�rmed by experi-

mental results, through data ollapse of the saled sepa-

ration as funtion of saled time, for various plate separa-

tions and �eld magnitudes. The relaxation time of these

systems to reah equilibrium when there is any, was typ-

ially a few minutes or above. Eventually, we generalized

the study to full three dimensions in the layer thikness,

and studied the stability of the in-plane on�gurations.

This established that although inplane on�gurations are

stable at small normal �elds, or at large ones and su�-

ient partile separation, hole pairs an be attrated by

another stable on�guration of tilted pairs of partiles

with ontat between them and ontat with one plate

eah.

This simple theory renders for so far unexplained ob-

served on�gurations of magneti holes, namely 2D lat-

ties with �nite separation, or bukled latties of tilted

pairs of partiles. In priniple, the e�et desribed here

in detail should be important in any olloidal system on-

�ned in a layer with signi�ant magneti permeability or
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dieletri ontrast between the �uid and on�ning stru-

ture.

The ability to tune the equilibrium distane at will

through the ratio of the normal over in-plane magnitude

of the external �eld, makes this magneti hole system a

good andidate for various appliations, as the manip-

ulation of large moleules using the magneti holes, for

example proteins whih would be �xed to one or sev-

eral holes oated with antigens, the determination of the

transport properties of a ferro�uid, or as analog model

of systems implying disrete partiles of tunable inter-

ations and hydrodynami oupling to the arrier �uid.

The e�etive pair interations derived here should be a

fundamental brik of any suh appliations.
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